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The Goshenhoppen Registers, 1741-1819 2009-06 mr schlegel has abstracted all
the genealogical information that appeared in the northern irish newspaper the
londonderry journal from its inception in june 1772 through the end of 1784
while marriage notices predominate researchers will also encounter reference to
birthds deaths and separations estate settlements and notices of persons
emigrating to north america all told this fully indexed publication identifies
some 2 000 irish men and women and it should be especially useful in tracing
18th century scotch irish ancestors
Architects of Empire 2007 a soldier and statesman for the ages the duke of
wellington is a towering figure in world history john severn now offers a fresh
look at the man born arthur wellesley to show that his career was very much a
family affair a lifelong series of interactions with his brothers and their
common anglo irish heritage the untold story of a great family drama architects
of empire paints a new picture of the era through the collective biography of
wellesley and his siblings severn takes readers from the british raj in india
to the battlefields of the napoleonic wars to the halls of parliament as he
traces the rise of the five brothers from obscurity to prominence severn covers
both the imperial indian period before 1800 and the domestic political period
after 1820 describing the wide range of experiences arthur and his brothers
lived through architects of empire brings together in a single volume a grand
story that before now was discernible only through political or military
analysis weaving the personal history of the brothers into a captivating
narrative it tells of sibling rivalry among men who were by turns generous and
supportive then insensitive and cruel whereas other historians have minimized
the importance of family ties severn provides an unusually nuanced
understanding of the duke of wellington architects of empire casts his career
in a new light one that will surprise those who believe they already know the
man
William Wells and the Struggle for the Old Northwest 2015-03-11 born to anglo
american parents on the appalachian frontier captured by the miami indians at
the age of thirteen and adopted into the tribe william wells 1770 1812 moved
between two cultures all his life but was comfortable in neither vilified by
some historians for his divided loyalties he remains relatively unknown even
though he is worthy of comparison with such famous frontiersmen as daniel boone
and davy crockett william heath s thoroughly researched book is the first
biography of this man in the middle a servant of empire with deep sympathies
for the people his country sought to dispossess wells married chief little
turtle s daughter and distinguished himself as a miami warrior as an american
spy and as an indian agent whose multilingual skills made him a valuable
interpreter heath examines pioneer life in the ohio valley from both white and
indian perspectives yielding rich insights into wells s career as well as
broader events on the post revolutionary american frontier where anglo
americans pushing westward competed with the indian nations of the old
northwest for control of territory wells s unusual career heath emphasizes
earned him a great deal of ill will because he warned the u s government
against tecumseh s confederacy and the tenskwatawa s religiously mad followers
he was hated by those who supported the shawnee leaders because he came to
question treaties he had helped bring about and cautioned the indians about
their harmful effects he was distrusted by americans wells is a complicated
hero and his conflicted position reflects the decline of coexistence and
cooperation between two cultures
The London Gazette 1849 with a few exceptions historiography has paid little
attention to the impact of french economic thought during the american
revolution focusing instead on the revolution s links with britain this book
outlines how from the mid eighteenth to the early nineteenth century the
political and social dimension of french economic thought and particularly of
physiocracy spurred american republicans to a radical shaping of american
agrarian ideology such a perspective allows for a reconsideration of several
questions that lie at the heart of contemporary historiographic debate the
connection between politics and economics the meaning of republicanism the
foundations of representation the role of europe in the atlantic world and the
interaction between national histories and global context in particular the



research methodology adopted here makes it possible to reconstruct how american
national identity conceived as an expression of society in economic terms
emerged through a cosmopolitan way of thinking focused on the uniqueness of the
new state
National Identity and the Agrarian Republic 2016-04-22 the politics of religion
in napoleonic italy explores the intense cultural conflict created by french
rule in italy at the start of the nineteenth century napoleon s desire for
cultural conformity struck at the heart of italian religious life yet the
reforms imposed by french rule created resentment and resistance across italy
finally leading to napoleon s famous quarrel with pope pius vii in this
fascinating study mike broers traces the events leading up to the ex
communication of napoleon and the pope s arrest and exile from rome using
previously neglected french and italian archival sources this book reveals how
the alliance between church and people grew in the face of alien imperial rule
it exposes the vital role this union played in preventing italy from being
totally assimilated into the french empire
Politics and Religion in Napoleonic Italy 2004-01-14 volume three of the
definitive edition of thomas jefferson s papers from the end of his presidency
until his death presents 567 documents covering the period from 12 august 1810
to 17 june 1811 jefferson is now firmly ensconced in retirement at monticello
and poplar forest he is not free from legal and political concerns however with
the controversy over the 1807 federal seizure of the batture sainte marie at
new orleans looming particularly large jefferson prepares for his defense
against edward livingston s lawsuit by corresponding at length with his counsel
and involved public officials and seeking out documents and legal authorities
to vindicate himself he also seeks to end philadelphia journalist william duane
s growing estrangement from mainstream republican politics lobbies for the
appointment of a committed republican to fill a vacancy on the supreme court
and argues with the rivanna company over its proposed encroachments on his
property other highlights are jefferson s draft constitution for an
agricultural society his astronomical calculations his notes on plantings at
poplar forest and his estimate of the cost of shipping flour documents on
slaves and slavery include discussions of schemes for colonizing freed slaves
in africa information on the medical condition of some of jefferson s slaves
and an account of a visit to monticello with a distinctly unflattering
portrayal of the ex president s standing in the community and his relations
with his slaves
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Retirement Series, Volume 3 2018-06-05 the
spanish peninsular war 1808 1814 which saw open confrontation between the
spanish people together with their british and portuguese allies against
napoleon was more than just a war of occupation and national liberation
remembered for its violence and drama it was unusual given that two countries
who had traditionally been allies france and spain entered into armed conflict
without their governments declaring war histories and memoirs drafted since
then in france england or spain show clear bias in their interpretations hence
the difficulty in finding reliable information to draft a rigorous analysis of
those historic events however two centuries having elapsed since the start of
this conflict allow us to address the topic today with greater objectivity at
the start of the war the climate in london was favorable to cooperation with
spain yet the feeling of failure soon took hold of british society due to
having embarked in another long and costly war and many felt disappointment
with the scarce cooperation of spanish troops however among the few who
defended the importance of the spanish cause were the wellesley brothers the
british gracchi who together maintained this fragile alliance between both
countries until the final victory over the french richard the eldest brother
and minister of foreign affairs for the united kingdom changed the war against
france and was decisive in the success on the iberian peninsula beside him his
younger brother henry coordinated official relations between britain and spain
in his role as ambassador plenipotentiary in cádiz maintaining a climate of
collaboration up to the end of the war but the efforts of the two brothers
would not have borne fruit without the intervention of a third arthur wellesley
duke of wellington who in a five year campaign defeated the french troops which



outnumbered his liberating portugal and spain from napoleon s grip the same man
who in 1815 commanded one of the allied armies which came together to defeat
napoleon at waterloo based on original sources this book aims to clarify the
setting in which these important events for the history of spain unraveled
through the study of anglo hispanic relations during the years of conflict
British and Spanish Relations During the Peninsular War 2023-07-30 a landmark
and revealing joint biography of elizabeth and john macarthur from one of
australia s most respected historians elizabeth and john macarthur were the
first married couple to travel voluntarily from europe to australia arriving in
1790 both aged 23 within three years of the initial invasion john macarthur
soon became famous in new south wales and beyond as a wool pioneer a politician
and a builder of farms at parramatta and camden for a long time elizabeth s
life was regarded as contingent on john s and more recently john s on elizabeth
s in elizabeth and john alan atkinson the prizewinning author of the europeans
in australia draws on his work on the macarthur family over 50 years to explore
the dynamics of their strong and sinewy marriage and family life across two
generations with the truth of elizabeth and john macarthur s relationship much
more complex and deeply human than other writers have suggested atkinson
provides a finely drawn portrait of a powerful partnership based on fifty years
of research and reflection by one of this country s most original and creative
scholars and finest writers here is the story of the world made by settler
australia s greatest family the macarthurs no australian historian has ever
explored the inner lives of a married couple their family and their milieu with
such skill passion and intensity no one has brought to any subject in
australian history deeper insight into dreams ambitions and tragedy that the
british occupation of this continent entailed elizabeth and john is a stunning
achievement by one of australia s greatest ever historians frank bongiorno
Elizabeth and John 2022-11-01 five keynote lectures and seven papers from the
41st wordsworth summer conference in this selection of twelve specially chosen
lectures and papers from the wordsworth summer conference heather glen writes
on we are seven in the context of population studies in the 1790s judith w page
on beatrix potter and william wordsworth anthony harding on wordswortyh
coleridge and the reading public pamela woof and suzanne stewart on dorothy
wordsworth s writing peter swaab on sara coleridge as a wordsworth critic heidi
thomson on wordworth and auden judyta frodyma on bishop lowth and home at
grasmere stacey mcdowell on keats and indolence catherine redford on the last
man and romantic archaeology paul whickman on shelley s revisions of laon and
cythna and jason goldsmith on picturesque travel or viewing landscape by
painting it the final essay includes twelve original landscapes mostly in
colour
Publications 1896 beginning with the famous opening to the declaration of
independence when in the course of human events almost all of thomas jefferson
s writings include creative stylistically and philosophically complex
references to time and history although best known for his forward looking
statements envisioning future progress jefferson was in fact deeply concerned
with the problem of coming to terms with the impending loss or fragmentation of
the past as hannah spahn shows in thomas jefferson time and history his efforts
to promote an exceptionalist interpretation of the united states as the first
nation to escape from the crimes and calamities of european history were
complicated both by his doubts about the outcome of the american experiment and
by his skepticism about the methods and morals of eighteenth century
philosophical history spahn approaches the conundrum of jefferson s janus faced
equally forward and backward oriented thought by discussing it less as a matter
of personal contradiction and paradox than as the expression of a late
newtonian enlightenment in a period between ancient and modern modes of
explaining change in time she follows jefferson in his creation of an
influential narrative of american and global history over the course of half a
century opening avenues into a temporal and historical imagination that was
different from ours and offering new assessments of the solutions jefferson and
his generation found or failed to find to central moral and political problems
like slavery
The Registers of St. Alban's 1896 the impact of heinrich von kleist unfolds



between precise depictions and moral extremes crystallized in words his
characters appear as paradigms of human fallibility their passions and
obsessions their inadequacies and longings are captured in a writing style that
reveals its influence even in novels and plays of the twentieth century this
volume takes the literary reception of kleist as one of its focal points and
furthermore considers the author s oeuvre and his life on the occasion of the
200th anniversary of his death
Grasmere 2012: Selected Papers from the Wordsworth Summer Conference 2012-12-31
winner of the saltire society scottish history book of the year awardin april
1816 patrick sellar was brought to trial in inverness for culpable homicide for
his treatment of the highlanders of strathnaver the most northerly part of the
scottish highlands in the process of evicting them from their ancient lands he
had allegedly burnt houses destroyed mills and wrecked pastures there is
perhaps no more hated nor reviled individual in highland history this
outstanding new book however gives a balanced assessment of the man a vivid
account of a terrible episode in highland history and a riveting narration of a
tormented life richard s book is an account of sellar s life and times that he
was ruthless avaricious devious and cruel is beyond question but his letters
suggest a streak of idealism did he really believe that the displaced
highlanders would be better off better fed educated and housed in their new
homes have the highlands in the end become more productive and prosperous in
the course of his fast moving and gripping account eric richards looks
carefully at these vexed questions
Thomas Jefferson, Time, and History 2011 an invaluable re edition of this
seminal document from the legendary 95th rifles an essential companion to those
reading the memoirs of this famous regiment or to any student of the georgian
army the war of 1812 or of the revolutionary and napoleonic wars of 1793 1815
Heinrich von Kleist: Style and Concept 2013-04-30 in early nineteenth century
japan the silver age of edo period literature ryutei tanehiko was a well known
author of popular illustrated fiction this account of his life and works covers
his early yomihon lengthy romances of improbable perils and adventures and his
gokan intricately plotted stories in simple language intended for a general
audience special emphasis is given his most popular work the illustrated serial
nise muraskai inaka genji an impostor murasaki and rustic genji which ran for
fourteen years japan s first national bestseller andrew markus deftly shows how
tanehiko transposed episodes of the eleventh century genji monogatari to a
fifteenth century muromachi setting in a plot dependent on the conventions of
nineteenth century kabuki markus fleshes out tanehiko s diaries and the remarks
of his contemporaries to create a fascinating picture of an author who after
years of spectacular success fell victim to the tenpo reform promulgations
against morally inappropriate publications and whose mysterious death sent
shock waves through the publishing world
Records of the American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia 1950 in
examining how the united states gained control over the northern borderlands of
spanish america this text reassesses the diplomacy of president james madison
the author also describes how a myriad cast of local leaders officials and
other small players affected the borderlands diplomacy between the united
states and spain
Patrick Sellar and the Highland Clearances 2019-08-07 this superb and
comprehensive book details the foreign units which formed such an important
part of napoleon s forces it examines each non french unit in turn giving an
overview of the unit s origins its organizational and combat history its
uniforms and standards and details of the unit s eventual fate colourful
accounts taken from contemporary reports and memoirs emphasize the qualities of
the unit and throw light on what life was like for many of the foreign soldiers
recruited into the grande armée in total more than 100 different foreign units
that served in the french army are investigated in detail in this ambitious
publication some foreign units fought and flourished throughout the consulate
and empire whilst others lasted for just a few months covers polish german
swiss italian spanish and other units in the french army and presents a combat
history and details uniforms for each regiment napoleon s mercenaries is the
best single volume study of this aspect of napoleon s army and a vital



reference for every napoleonic enthusiast little can be found on the foreign
units that were an integral part of the french army for a long time a gap has
existed but now napoleon s mercenaries fills this gap robert burnham napoleonic
series
Regulations of the Rifle Corps 2015-03-25 this book provides an introductory
survey of montesquieu s economic ideas and a fresh examination of the
longstanding controversy over the meaning and purpose of montesquieu s the
spirit of the laws no one doubts that montesquieu helped to formulate the core
liberal ideals at the heart of the development of liberal republican traditions
on both the european and american continents yet questions remain about
montesquieu s political intentions in particular the view of montesquieu as a
conscious proponent of commercial modernity has come under increasing scrutiny
while not ignoring recent scholarly challenges bibby moves the debate forward
by uncovering the many hidden connections between commerce liberty and religion
in the spirit of the laws a failure to make these connections bibby argues has
led to significant interpretative errors this book attempts to eliminate one
source of the confusion which continues to cloud montesquieu s political
philosophy in obscurity
The Willow in Autumn 2020-10-26 jefferson s political philosophy and the
metaphysics of utopia argues that jeffersonian republicanism was fundamentally
a political philosophy content rich and globally applicable jefferson s
philosophy is fleshed out and critically analyzed by examining key writings
over the years and philosophically important books jefferson assimilated
Napoleon and Iberia 1984 in a fascinating blend of biography and history joseph
tartakovsky tells the epic and unexpected story of our constitution through the
eyes of ten extraordinary individuals some renowned like alexander hamilton and
woodrow wilson and some forgotten like james wilson and ida b wells barnett
tartakovsky brings to life their struggles over our supreme law from its
origins in revolutionary america to the era of obama and trump sweeping from
settings as diverse as gold rush california to the halls of congress and
crowded with a vivid dickensian cast tartakovsky shows how america s unique
constitutional culture grapples with questions like democracy racial and sexual
equality free speech economic liberty and the role of government joining the
ranks of other great american storytellers tartakovsky chronicles how daniel
webster sought to avert the civil war how alexis de tocqueville misunderstood
america how robert jackson balanced liberty and order in the battle against
nazism and communism and how antonin scalia died warning americans about the
ever growing reach of the supreme court from the 1787 philadelphia convention
to the clash over gay marriage this is a grand tour through two centuries of
constitutional history as never told before and an education in the principles
that sustain america in the most astonishing experiment in government ever
undertaken
The Diary of Elizabeth Richards (1798-1825) 1999 this account of the irish
jesuits from 1695 to 1811 is concerned with those who lived and worked in
dublin and in particular with a central figure the quite remarkable
educationalist and pastor thomas betagh as we shall see two other jesuits also
played a large part in the life of betagh john austin who was his teacher and
subsequently a colleague and james philip mulcaile who was a friend colleague
and near contemporary the life and work of betagh can only be understood in the
context of his time not only the history of ireland in the eighteenth century
but also the political cultural and religious developments in western europe
A Regimental Chronicle and List of Officers of the 60th, Or the King's Royal
Rifle Corps, Formerly the 62nd, Or the Royal American Regiment of Foot 1879
william cobbett the press and rural england offers a thorough re appraisal of
william cobbett 1763 1835 situating his journalism and rural radicalism in
relation to contemporary political debates
A regimental chronicle and list of officers of the 60th, or the King's, royal
rifle corps, formerly the Royal American regiment of foot 1879 a study of how
napoleon s very real and very serious threat to british india was countered
Borderlines in Borderlands 2009-02-17 poplar forest is one of two personal
residences that thomas jefferson designed for himself the other being
monticello jefferson s wife martha wayles skelton jefferson inherited the land



originally a 6 861 acre parcel at her father s death in 1773 but jefferson did
not begin construction on the house until 1806 and at his death in 1826 he was
still working on his little getaway despite its audacious design it was the
first documented octagonal residence in america and the fact that it is one of
the very few extant jeffersonian structures poplar forest is not nearly so well
known today as its sibling seventy miles to the northeast undoubtedly this is
due in large part to its more remote location in bedford county additionally
the house remained in private hands until 1984 travis mcdonald situates the
site in its rightful position as a historically important virginia house and he
documents its story as central to jefferson s life and approach to architecture
including details of the enslaved community at his western retreat this new
informed account will appeal to architectural historians and visitors to the
villa retreat as well as to those interested in jefferson s work and legacy
Napoleon's Mercenaries 2016-02-29 volume four of this definitive edition of
thomas jefferson s papers from the end of his presidency until his death
includes 581 documents from 18 june 1811 to 30 april 1812 between these two
dates jefferson famously declares that tho an old man i am but a young gardener
expresses hostility to dogs and joins in a petition for a tax to reduce their
numbers calculates lines for a horizontal sundial surveys part of his bedford
county estate and draws up work schedules for his poplar forest plantation and
detailed slave lists for poplar forest and monticello jefferson also takes
readings of a solar eclipse attempts to determine monticello s longitude
measures willis mountain and calls for a fixed international standard for
measures weights and coins joseph milligan publishes a revised edition of
jefferson s manual of parliamentary practice in march 1812 and jefferson sends
william wirt a detailed and colorful but largely negative portrait of patrick
henry for use in his biography of the virginia orator finally and perhaps of
greatest importance to posterity in january 1812 correspondence resumes between
jefferson and his old friend john adams after a long hiatus resulting from
their rivalry for the presidency in 1800
Montesquieu’s Political Economy 2016-04-29 volume five of the definitive
edition of thomas jefferson s papers from the end of his presidency until his
death includes 592 documents from 1 may 1812 to 10 march 1813 america declares
war on great britain on 18 june 1812 jefferson counsels domestic reconciliation
while suggesting that america recruit british incendiaries to burn london if
british ships attack american cities he passes on to president james madison a
long and discouraging letter from isaac a coles describing american military
bungling in the niagara campaign an unofficial proposal that jefferson return
to public life as secretary of state does not gain the retired statesman s
support jefferson receives many requests for governmental patronage responds
insightfully to a colorful assortment of authors and inventors is mildly
diverted by a fraudulent perpetual motion machine and spends considerable time
on legal troubles a dispute with david michie over land in albemarle county
nearly leads to a duel between michie and jefferson s agent a conflict with
samuel scott over property in campbell county further vexes jefferson who
prepares an extensively researched answer to scott s complaint despite the
conflict jefferson graciously writes a letter of introduction for scott s son
jefferson remains accessible to the public receives anonymous letters urging
him to convert to christianity and settles a wager for one correspondent who
asks if jefferson ever met the british king jefferson gloomily observes that
the hand of age is upon me and complains that his faculties are failing he
still has thirteen years to live
Jefferson’s Political Philosophy and the Metaphysics of Utopia 2017-02-20
The Lives of the Constitution 2019-10-08
Index to the Registers of Baptisms, Marriages & Burials of the Parish of
Wellow, in the Counties of Southampton and Wiltshire, with an Appendix 1889
The Wentworth Genealogy 1878
Irish Jesuits in Penal Times 1695-1811 2020-02-24
The Practice of the Customs in the Entry, Examination, and Delivery of Goods
and Merchandise, Usually Imported from Foreign Parts, Showing the Tares and
Allowances on Each Article, and Describing the Peculiar Character and
Properties Thereof 1812



The practice of the customs in the entry, examination, and delivery of goods
and merchandize 1812
The Practice of the Customs in the Entry, Examination, and Delivery of Goods
and Merchandize, Usually Imported from Foreign Parts. ... To which is Added an
Illustration of ... the Warehousing System, Etc 1812
William Cobbett, the Press and Rural England 2014-08-12
Defending British India Against Napoleon 2016
Poplar Forest 2023-05-08
The Papers of James Madison: 1 October 1809 - 2 November 1810 1984
The Founding Father's Papers 2008
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Retirement Series, Volume 4 2018-06-05
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Retirement Series, Volume 5 2018-06-05
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